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Government goes on green drive,
unveils draft Forest Policy

(By The Editor)

� by A Special

Correspondent

Metro Rail
endangers
symbol of
our City

� Mylapore Times photographer Madhan Kumar spotted these sparrows off the beach of Foreshore Estate where local
residents say a good number of sparrows descend on the area every day, to feed. In times when sparrows are rarely seen in
the City, the sight of so many sparrows makes good news.

It is now finally out in the open. The cracks on the façade of
Ripon Building are so wide that you can make them out as you go

along the road. Up until now the Metro Rail, which is conducting
excavations below the building, has claimed it has nothing to do
with the fissures, but it may not be able to escape the reality for
much longer. It is high time that this body, no matter how impor-
tant its work is for the future of the city, is made to realise that
development as an agenda is highly commendable but it cannot be
at the cost of just about everything else.

The Corporation of Greater Chennai, which should be the most
vociferous among the protesters, has chosen to keep quiet. That is
quite surprising, for, after all, would you keep silent if your home
was coming apart owing to a neighbour digging beneath your prop-
erty? It also shows what sense of ownership the higher officials of
the civic body have for their premises. Ditto the Councillors who
did not turn a hair when a plaster from the ceiling of the Council
Chamber began falling owing to the drilling. All that has been done
is that monitors have been placed at various places in the premises
to check on whether the fissures are widening. Reports on the find-
ings from these are allegedly being filed, but as to whether any
action was ever contemplated is unknown. IIT Madras is appar-
ently a recipient of this data, but as to what it does with it is also a
secret. What is out in the open are the cracks. One of them is even
now climbing up all the way to the top to the bell tower. When this
tower falls, we will have the satisfaction of knowing that the moni-
tors had already predicted it.

Ripon Building has been the recipient of Rs. 23 crore for a com-
plete restoration exercise. This is public money. The entire activity
was almost complete when Metro Rail began digging in the vicinity,
bringing the repair work to a halt. The allotted money, it is under-
stood, has been more or less fully spent though with what final result
is a mystery. But it is money that we as taxpayers have contributed
to. It is a good indication of the way the Government works.

However, for the first time there are indications that the lower
levels of officialdom in the Corporation are getting alarmed. After
all, they are the people who are working in the premises through-
out the day. A newspaper report dated November 12th has an offi-
cial, under condition of anonymity, demanding that the data being
tracked by the monitors be made public. We welcome this stance,
as this is exactly what we have been demanding ever since the first
cracks were noticed in the building. The cosy world of official
secrecy has to be done away with.

Chennai Metro Rail has caused untold damage to the city’s heri-
tage. The list of buildings demolished to make way for it and those
endangered by it is long. Public reaction to such wanton careless-
ness has been muted, but now, with the symbol of the city’s civic
body (Ripon Building features on the Corporation’s coat of arms
and therefore is part of the city’s emblem) being affected, it is hoped
that the voices of protest will rise in volume.

Government goes on green
drive, unveils draft Forest

Policy. The draft State Forest
Policy has been formulated by
the Tamil Nadu Government
with 16 thrust areas. The
following are the main
objectives of the draft policy:
– Environmental and

ecological stability
– Biodiversity, wildlife and

genetic resource conserva-
tion

– Rehabilitation and restora-
tion of degraded forests

– Coastal ecosystem conserva-
tion and management

– Forest protection for
resource management and
augmentation

– Sustainable forest manage-
ment

– Enhancement of tree cover
outside forests for livelihood
security

– Water augmentation
through forest conservation
and integrated watershed
management

– Upliftment of forest-
dependent women and
ensuring significant role for
them in forest management

– Tribal development to
ensure economic prosperity
and ecological stability

– Technological support,
research and development
for scientific forest manage-
ment

– Forest extension for tree
cover augmentation,
outreach and conservation
education for wild life
management support

– Forestry for rural energy
security

– Eco-tourism for supporting
conservation

– Human resource develop-
ment for forest management

– Climate change mitigation
The primary objective will

be conservation of dense forest
areas covering approximately
8,676 sq. km. through strict en-
forcement of forest laws. To
manage these forests, the For-
est Department plans to con-
vert the exotic plantations into
natural forests, both through
natural and artificial regenera-
tion, with indigenous species
that will sustain a pollinator
population of birds, bees, but-
terflies, etc.

While the draft policy has
nothing specific about protec-
tion of water bodies in urban
areas, it notes that the natural
resources are threatened by
various factors like fire, illicit
grazing, encroachment, illicit
felling of trees, ganja cultiva-
tion, and wildlife poaching. En-
croachments inside the re-
served forests will be removed
and no encroachment in the
forest will be regularised, the
draft policy clearly states.

The State will look for the
willing participation of local
people living near open forest
land (with crown density less
than 40 per cent) in re-affores-
tation and protection through
village forest committees
(VFCs). Steps will be taken to
increase the representation of
women in VFCs and increase
the number of committees
headed by women.

For the first time, the Gov-
ernment has decided to provide
adequate facilities, including
weapons, communication
equipment and vehicles for for-
est protection staff to discharge
their duties effectively. Special
forces engaged in anti-poaching
will be well-trained and armed.
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Velachery
floods more,
recovers faster
than Mylapore

SHORT ’N’ SNAPPY

� by S. Gopikrishna Warrier

When Chennai flooded in end-2015, newly developed areas
such as Velachery flooded more than older parts of the city

such as Mylapore. That was natural, since Velachery is among the
localities that developed after the late 1990s in the southern axis
radiating out of the city. It was built on a complex of low-lying
wetlands, and water flowed and accumulated there.

Since the water stayed in these areas for a long time, the physical
impact of the flood was higher in these areas. Water drained out of
Mylapore faster. Despite that, in terms of social and economic
dimensions of the recovery, Velachery was not far behind
Mylapore. A team of researchers from the School of Earth and
Atmospheric Science, Madras University, and ETH Zurich in
Switzerland came to this conclusion after surveying residents of
Mylapore and Velachery in recent months.

Extreme rain events (EREs) affect different parts of the city dif-
ferently, based on land use patterns and hydrology. However, how
the localities respond and recover depends on their social and eco-
nomic abilities and how they improvise systems to get on top of the
crisis. Together, these constitute the climate resilience of different
localities. With EREs likely to become more frequent in future, an
understanding on how localities coped in the past will help design
interventions for the future.

In the process of getting back to their feet, the residents of
Velachery, predominantly working in information technology

companies, whose offices dot the Old Mahabalipuram Road and
the radial roads emanating from it, were found to be quicker. Their
counterparts in Mylapore, which is one of the oldest parts of
Chennai, with its maze of small streets surrounding centuries-old
temples, were slower in their recovery response. If there was a delay
in recovery in Velachery, it was because of the higher intensity
impact that the locality had suffered.

“After the 2015 flood, we wanted to check how two different
parts of the city responded to the situation,” said R.R.
Krishnamurthy, Head, Department of Applied Geology, Univer-
sity of Madras. Krishnamurthy’s team collaborated with research-
ers from ETH Zurich to study the comparative resilience of the
two localities.

“Though Velachery was hit worse than Mylapore, the people
improvised, created teams and institutions, and worked better at
recovery compared to the people of the established locality of
Mylapore,” Krishnamurthy told indiaclimatedialogue.net. “This
included innovative improvisation such as adding height to their
existing buildings by cutting and adding height to its walls.” In an
already sunken Velachery, repeated road repairs had let to the
roads increasing in height, and thereby trapping water within
households.

According to Jonas Joerin of the Department of Environmental
Systems Science, ETH Zurich, the study’s objective was to look at
the relative response through three different dimensions – physical,
social and economic.

“Our key finding is that for physical items such as electricity,
roads, connectivity, water supply, etc., Velachery took more time
for recovery,” Joerin told indiaclimatedialogue.net. “This is not
surprising, since the damage was high and obviously it will take
more time to recover. But when we looked at the social and
economic assets such as education, food, nutrition, income
generation or household assets, we see much less time gap between
the two constituencies. So, whether you lived in Mylapore or
Velachery, you needed the same time to recover from the socio-
economic aspects.”

(Continued on page 7)

Creative City and all that
What would your reaction

be if someone compli-
mented you on something that
you have truly worked on?
Thank them with all the hap-
piness that you feel for praise
that you richly deserve? Or, if
you were shy, turn a bright
cerise and shuffle your feet and
mumble “Thanks awfully” or
some such thing feeling all
bucked up inside? Sadly that
does not appear to be the
Chennai way. Here the reac-
tion appears to be one of “Oh,
why were we credited with
anything?” followed by a round
denial of any achievement.
Perhaps it is a way to ward off
the evil eye.

The Man from Madras
Musings on the other hand re-
joices. The city he loves and
the one that he is proud to call
home has been recognised by
UNESCO as one of three
Indian metros that can be la-
belled “creative”. Worldwide,
Chennai that was Madras is
now part of a select band of 64
cities so recognised and it gets
this label for its fostering of
music. Nothing could have de-
lighted MMM more, for as is
well known among those who
follow this column, MMM has

for rather long. And during our
‘temporary’ stay here, we have
fostered the arts and, in
particular, music, and in this
MMM includes classical, folk,
cinema, theatre and liturgical,
for a long time. True, the
December Music Festival may
be catering to a miniscule but
high-profile section of society,
but it cannot be denied that it
has been going on for ninety
long years and almost entirely
funded by private means at
that. Surely that is something
to be proud of. Sure, there are
several aspects that need
improvement but that that is
no reason to decry a great tag
when it is given.

If at all any section of
Chennai society rejoiced at the
tag, it was the political class,
the last group you would asso-
ciate with music, fit as it is only
for treasons, stratagems and
spoils. But then this is a group
that will celebrate any positive
outcome, always with an eye to
taking credit for it. Thus it was
that we saw many of our men
in power tweeting about the
creative city tag. MMM could
not help smiling, for if at all
music has survived here, it is,
as noted earlier, because of

private initiative and no sup-
port from any Government
organisation. True, we have
State-run music schools and
colleges, but they have
produced no performing talent
whatsoever. They are also
mired almost completely in
bureaucratic procedures that
can strangle any creativity.

Be that as it may, MMM
feels it is right to celebrate the
Creative City tag and what bet-
ter time of the year to rejoice in
it than in the December Music
Festival? Come and join MMM
in one of the Sabhas. Let us
listen to music, feast at the
canteens and laugh at gilded
butterflies. That is the way we
are and let us not be apologetic
about it. (Ed: Also see Page 5.)

Rain, Rain, come
and stay

And so, one of our minis
ters, in an unguarded mo-

ment looked all smug and said
that the rains could pour till
they were blue in the face, but
we as a city were better off than
many international metros
when it came to preparedness
against the monsoon. The Man
from Madras Musings and many
others like him wondered as to
which city the minister had in
mind. Could it have been some
war-torn and disease-ridden
capital of some battered country
run by a tin pot dictator? As
though in answer to this rather
offhand remark, the skies
opened up briefly and showed
what the rains could do. As a

much music in him and is
therefore unfit for treasons,
stratagems and spoils.

How would any city cel-
ebrate such a tag? With fire-
works? With a sense of burst-
ing pride and a resolve to live
up to the recognition? That is
what any normal metropolis
would do. But we were always
anything but that. The first
reaction among a certain
group of Cassandras has been
one of shock. “What? Us? No
way! And for music? But that
is exactly what we have been
criticising all along. That it is
elitist, casteist, non-inclusi-
vist, isolationist, Methodist,
Baptist, Seventh Day Adven-
tist, obscurantist…”, runs the
reaction of these naysayers
(and in that MMM may have
added a couple of irrelevant
words, but that is exactly the
way these people write). They
have therefore taken it upon
themselves to write in detail as
to how and why we do not de-
serve such a tag. Left to them-
selves, they would probably
lead a delegation to UNESCO
demanding withdrawal of such
recognition for the city.

The next category is the
one that denies the existence
of any music in the city. “Mu-
sic? What music?  This is a city
of immigrants who brought in
culture from elsewhere and so
nothing belongs here” is their
lament. Well, for a city of im-
migrants we appear to have
done extraordinarily well for
378 years. And if everyone
was an immigrant, the popu-
lace appears to have stayed on

city we surrendered at once.
MMM uses the word ‘briefly’
because we still have a month
and more of the monsoons to go
and we appear to have no strat-
egy in mind beyond
capitulation.

The schools were asked to
close, and they remained
closed for almost a week. The
children were absolutely de-
lighted and, had they the eligi-
bility to vote, MMM is quite
sure that this Government
would be repeatedly ushered
into power. Of course, for that
matter, all political parties of
our State can lay equal claim
for popularity on this count for
none of them has in any way
worked towards preparing us
for rains. Their sole talents lie
in declaring holidays for
schools and, worse, appealing
to all industrial and official es-
tablishments to close as well.
While the former makes sense
at least to a degree, though
there are other cities of India
that have much longer rainy
seasons and manage to keep
schools open, expecting offices
to shut really takes the cake.
Are those in power intent on
reducing the private establish-
ments to the same levels of

efficiency as Government of-
fices? If all working entities
were to remain closed for days
on end expecting the skies to
clear, what happens to the
State economy? Oh wait, that
is really doing fine isn’t it,
judging by the number of
people getting by on subsidised
everything – from rice to li-
quor not to mention grinders,
laptops, goats and cows?

But in retrospect the gen-
eral view is that the boys in
power did not do too badly this
time and when compared to
what happened in 2015, their
record is exemplary. To MMM
however, the police force was
the real hero and the way they
braved flooded roads and cha-
otic traffic to remain on duty
was worthy of praise. If only the
Corporation, Metrowater, the
PWD and other such backslid-
ers took a leaf from our police’s
book, we would truly have a
great city to live in.

Tailpiece

Harking back to the rains,
which do you think was

the area that truly lived up to its
name? The Man from Madras
Musings is happy to announce
that it was Boat Club Road,
flooded to an extent where only
boats could ply on it. Well,
almost. Those who were in
charge of naming the place
truly did so in an inspired
moment. We may have Lake
Areas in Chennai with not a
lake in sight, but our Boat Club
area does need boats.

–MMM
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Population profile
and policy priorities

●  A READER WRITES

Business without
a cost

Ever heard of a business model which costs nothing except
the peace of residents around? Well, there’s one on Eldam’s

Road where there are a few independent houses and apartment
complexes.

The hectic activity begins with a truck load of gas cylinders
arriving early in the morning and parking right in front of a posh
building complex. The cylinders are transferred into a couple of
vans and, later, into a few tricycles which then are used to deliver
them to customers. The residents wake up much before
daybreak to the clanging noise of cylinders being transferred into
other modes of transport. This business model reduces ware-
housing, transport costs, and overheads for the IOC, but it is
certainly at the cost of its customers’ sleep!

Another business model at no cost is the mobile food carts
catering to the delivery boys and the workers. A recent ‘outfit’
that has emerged on the right side of Eldam’s Road, occupying
the footpath, is one with colourful kodam-s filled with water.
Then, there’s a burly man preparing dosai-s on one side and
frying puri-s almost simultaneously on a second stove. He is soon
joined by his wife who arrives in an auto and unloads large buck-
ets filled with sambar and pongal, besides smaller containers
filled with chutney and potato masala. The eggs placed in the
crater on the cart tell you omelettes are also on the menu.
Customers trickle in right from morning and they queue up as
the day progresses, thus increasing the owner’s business but
polluting the place as the used plates are strewn all over,
obstructing the footpath.

On the opposite side (right side) of the road, there is a man
sitting behind a table under an umbrella (a business model
costing nothing), selling a rice concoction to be accompanied
by fried chillies and mango slices. He is proud that his loyal
clientele includes those from a slightly upper strata of society. A
few feet away is a kiosk which people, who prefer bread, bun
and tea, frequent.

It seems to be ‘the charge of the food brigade’ on Eldam’s
Road by these small-time ‘entrepreneurs’ who also act as brokers
whenever an apartment happens to fall vacant!

The only saving grace is the well-known Madras Coffee
House diagonally opposite (left side of the road) which offers a
cup of good coffee and tea, but of course at a formidable price
which perhaps is the reason for the absence of a queue and litter!

N. Meera Raghavendra Rao
17, Eldam’s Road
Chennai 600 018

Graduating from elementary
needs of roti, kapda and

makaan, health and education
seem, today, to emerge as the
next priorities in Tamil Nadu,
analysing data about the State’s
population. Substantially high-
er investment and expert design
for high effectiveness on these
two sectors seem to be the di-
rection in which progress lies
and not in give-aways and
write-offs. Just these two
projects might be enough to en-
gage the whole five-year term
for doing a good job of it. And
even to win votes.

First, some background to
understand the data.

The probability of India hav-
ing the world’s largest popula-
tion of working age by 2027, a
billion strong, was recently
pointed out in the Press. As it
is, half the country’s population
is under the age of 25. Two-
thirds are less than 35. The de-
mographic profile of the coun-
try is not uniform through all
regions as fertility and longevity
across regions are not uniform.
Focusing on Tamil Nadu, the
implications of the demo-
graphic profile for policy mak-
ers is examined a few para-
graphs down.

By and large, fertility rate and
mortality rate (longevity) gov-
ern the demographic composi-
tion of a given region. Fertility
rate is the number of children
born per woman – it is 2.4 for In-
dia. Fertility rate is reduced by
gender preference favouring the
male birth which, over time,
lowers the ratio of women to
men. Lack of education among
women, poverty and general il-
literacy tend to increase fertility
level. Because of the interplay of
these factors, there are varia-
tions of fertility rates across the
country.

Assuming that the aim is to
maintain population at current
strength, births should be equal
to mortality rate. Lower the
mortality, higher is longevity
and, therefore, the lower is the
fertility rate needed to maintain
population. This is referred to as
the replacement rate. In urban
India, the fertility rate is 1.8 –
well below the overall replace-
ment rate of 2.1 for the country
to keep the population con-
stant. When the policy aim is to
curb population growth, the fer-
tility rate needs to be brought
down through awareness cam-
paigns, investment in women’s
education and incentives for
smaller families. India’s well-
known campaign of “We Two,
Ours One” and the tax breaks

and direct financial supports
extended by European coun-
tries are examples of govern-
mental interventions to influ-
ence the fertility rate.

The interplay of fertility rate
and longevity cannot be over-
simplified as it not only affects
population numerically but al-
ters, over time, its age-wise
composition. For USA and In-
dia, for example, the mortality
rates are 8.15 and 7.2 respec-
tively, India looking as doing
better, but the essential differ-
ence is that mortality in a coun-
try with weak health services
takes its toll across age groups
affecting even the younger
groups. In a country with good
health services, mortality pre-
vails more in the senior age
groups. After all, mortality can-

not be avoided! Trying to influ-
ence the fertility rate to mortal-
ity rate drove countries to limit
family size with unexpected ad-
verse consequences on the very
means for attaining higher liv-
ing standards. They found
themselves confronting dispro-
portionately large numbers of
senior citizens needing social
welfare support as compared to
the economically productive
part of the population who bear
the cost of social welfare di-
rectly or indirectly by contrib-
uting more taxes to the state.

In a manner that is easy to
appreciate, the demographic
profile and its significance to
policymaking can be graphically
visualised by constructing a
Population Pyramid as illustrated
in Guru Prasad’s portal. The
pyramid is a simple depiction of
the number of men and women
of different ages by bar lines – X
axis representing numerical
population and Y the age groups
– one side of the graph for men
and the other for women.

An Egyptian pyramid typifies
the situation of poor and devel-
oping countries in which the
base layers representing the
younger people are longer than
the shorter top representing the
aged but contracting rapidly
layer by layer – the formation
being the effect of high fertility
rate and high mortality rate.
The contrasting picture would
be almost like a top overhang-
ing pyramid or a mushroom-like
formation in which the bottom
layers of younger part of the
population are narrower that
the wide top layers of the old –
indicating low fertility rate and
high longevity characteristic of
many Western countries. The
ideally balanced situation
would produce a bell-like curve.

With this background, we
can make use of the pyramid
model to see what policy indi-
cations could be derived from
Tamil Nadu’s population com-
position, see figure of pyramidal
graph for Tamil Nadu (source
of data: www.tn.gov.in/dear/

State%20Income.pdf). Popula-
tion analysis by age groups of
five years is unavailable
categorised by gender but avail-
able for urban and rural sectors
which has been used for con-
structing the pyramid. The
readings are only for quick
broad appreciation.

If age 20 to 64 is considered
as constituting the work force it
is seen from the graph that it is
together a substantial mass ac-
counting for approximately 60
per cent of the total population.
From age 30 to 64 the bar lines
are rapidly shortening as they
move up the ladder indicating
that they are declining in num-
bers, possibly due to mortality.
It must be said, however, that
Tamil Nadu has done well in
controlling infant mortality
through pre-natal and neo-na-
tal care, but the young working
age groups are affected by mor-
tality. Such a loss to a potential
economic force does not speak
well of the healthcare services.
In >65 age groups, the declina-
tion continues and the typical
accumulation of aged people in
the top part of the graph, due to
longevity, is not in evidence.

� by A Special
Correspondent

(Continued on page 6)
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Another city firstDiscovering
the Tinnevelly
Settlement

LOST LANDMARKS OF CHENNAI

– SRIRAM V

– SRIRAM V

I have for long been intrigued
by this name. What connec-

tion did Tinnevelly (present day
Tirunelveli District) have with
Madras city other than the fact
that it was the southern extreme
of the vast Presidency that our
metropolis once lorded over?
And yet, the Tinnevelly Settle-
ment is a name that repeatedly
cropped up in the 19th Century
Municipal Administration
records of Madras. It was a slum.
To put it more correctly, it was a
paracheri as the Government of
the time usually designated such
places. Clearly it was a spot
where the most depressed classes
lived and so the administration
preferred to forget about it
except on occasions when prob-
lems there began to have larger
civic repercussions. The Church,
for precisely the same reasons,
interested itself in the place; its
economic backwardness meant
rich pickings for conversions.
Thus, this brief account of the
Tinnevelly Settlement is put to-
gether from Corporation and
Church records.

Locating the settlement itself
in today’s Chennai is impossible
as the name vanished as early as
the 1900s. But The Church
Missionary Atlas of 1862 helpfully
provides a map and in it the
Settlement is clearly marked,
being to the west of Royapuram.
In today’s terms, it would there-
fore be where Old Washermenpet
is. It is also from Mission records
that we read of the first mention
of this locality. On March 8, 1848,
the Rev Bilderbeck of the Ameri-
can-sponsored Protestant Episco-
pal Church paid a visit there in
connection with the conversion
of a native. The locals protested
and he had to go to ensure peace.

The Atlas referred to earlier
gives us some further details. It
states that the locality got its
name from the fact that migrants
from the southern district of
Tinnevelly had made it their
home a “few years back” and also
notes that there had been a
marked decrease in numbers in
the immediate past years. That in
effect is the only history we have.
But given that Old Washermen-
pet was to become a heartland
for Nadars moving into the city
in the early 20th Century, it
could well be that this area
chiefly comprised members of
that community, Tirunelveli
being their heartland. The fact
that it was also Christian domi-
nated buttresses this assumption,
for a significant percentage of
Nadars had embraced that reli-
gion long before people like
Bishop Caldwell made their
appearance in South India and
became active in Tirunelveli.
The same Atlas also notes that

there existed a Church and na-
tive school for converts in the
Tinnevelly Settlement, the latter
having 18 students in 1880. The
chief profession of the local
populace was rope making (a
Rope Godown Street still exists
in Old Washermenpet) and rice
pounding – both of which were
almost exclusive preserves of the
Nadars before many of them be-
came wealthy in the retail trade,
setting up provision stores, and
printing.

By the 1880s, the Church ap-
pears to have lost interest in the
Tinnevelly Settlement. But the
Municipal Corporation began to
be concerned with it even from
the 1860s. The Administration
report of 1864 notes of efforts
being made to open up this
“block of huts”, the dense pack-
ing of which had made scaveng-
ing impossible, thereby causing
an outbreak of cholera. But by

1873 the colony was evidently
back to its old ways for the famed
W.E. Dhanakoti Raju, after-
wards Municipal Commissioner
but then in charge of the Madras
Medical Mission Dispensary,
Royapuram, was to dwell on its
condition at length. Three-
fourths of the cases of fever in the
past one year referred to him, he
noted, were from the “village
known as the Tinnevelly Settle-
ment.” The poorest of the poor
lived there, he wrote, and the
walls were invariably damp.
There were many swamps in the
immediate vicinity and the rainy
season saw the outbreak of chol-
era, which repeatedly claimed
many lives. “The sanitary condi-
tion of the Tinnevelly Settle-
ment,” he wrote, “deserves the
serious attention of the proper
authorities, and indicates forc-
ibly the urgent necessity of sani-
tary improvements.”

The red lines locate the Tinnevelly Settlement with reference to Fort St. George
(bottom left corner)

It is not clear if that appeal
had any effect, for in 1881 the
report of Surgeon Major MC
Furnell, then Sanitary Commis-
sioner of Madras, echoed much
of what Dhanakoti Raju had
written. The President of the
Corporation was then Sir
Arundel Tag Arundel and he
was moved to act. Noting that
Furnell’s report was in no way an
exaggeration, he stated that
many attempts had been made in
the past to improve the “loath-
some place” but to no avail. That
year, the Corporation allotted a
sum of Rs 1,500 for improve-
ments. The residents were
moved to a temporary settlement
elsewhere, the huts torn down,

the streets widened and new
residences built. Once the people
moved back, they were expected
to keep the area clean, free of
encroachments and make
improvements by themselves.

What happened thereafter is
a mystery for there is no further
mention of the Tinnevelly
Settlement. It is quite likely that
prosperity brought in a new class
of settlers. Certainly it is on
record that the new wave of
Nadars who came in the early
1900s to Madras and stationed
themselves at Old Washermen-
pet were well-off traders. The
Settlement must have been sub-
sumed by a housing colony.

Madras – A Centre of Culture

The Sixth Earl of Mayo, Vice-
roy from 1869 to 1872, pio-

neered the establishing of a dedi-
cated Department for Agricul-
ture in India. By integrating ‘for-
estry’ from the Public Works De-
partment, ‘inland customs and
salt’ from the Military Depart-
ment, ‘land revenue and settle-
ments’ from the Foreign Depart-
ment, and ‘agriculture and horti-
culture’ from the Home Depart-
ment, he carved out the new
Department of Agriculture, Rev-
enue, and Commerce [DARC]
in 1871. Allen Octavian Hume,
a name familiar in Madras, was
named its first Secretary. On
taking charge, Hume (1879)
remarked that the oft-recurring
famines in the 19th Century
were one key driver for the
establishment of DARC, which
heralded a strong and committed
interest in reforming and
formalising Indian agriculture, its
development and its manage-
ment, further to contributing to
formal agricultural education.
Agricultural experimental farms
came up, in consequence, in
various major Indian cities, such

� As in the case of many other firsts in India, another one Madras city can boast of is the

first formally set up agricultural-education facility in Saidapet, surrounded by the Long

Tank on the one side and the Adyar River on the other. It would over the years evolve

into the Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, Coimbatore.

– Agricultural
Education

as Allahabad, Kanpur, Nagpur,
Bangalore, and Madras.

Although Hume refers to a
Farm in Madras as one evolving
from the initiative of DARC, in
fact, the Madras Farm, better
known as the Saidapet Farm, ex-
isted from April 1865 on the ini-
tiative of the Government of
Madras. Between 1865 and 1870
this Farm was managed by a
Committee of a few amateur ag-

natural manure material and
their exploitation as fuel, defec-
tive agricultural implements,
lack of trees, poor-quality cattle,
the lack of arable land, and the
absence of agricultural and rural
statistics. He imported steam
ploughs, steam-driven harrows,
cultivators, and seed drills,
threshing machinery, and win-
nowers, chaff cutters and water
lifts from England.

to local people. The Committee
followed Denison’s instructions
for the next seven years, which
did not yield any worthwhile re-
sults.

William Rowntrie Robertson
came to Madras, after training in
agriculture at the Royal Agricul-
tural College of Cirencester,
U.K., to serve as the Superinten-
dent of the Saidapet Experimen-
tal Farm in 1868. Between 1868
and 1871, the Farm also served
as a kind of a high school where
minimal training to aspiring
learners (termed as ‘apprentices’)
in agriculture was offered. Each
learner – six in 1868 – received a
Madras Government stipend of
Rs 15/- p.m., which increased to
Rs. 25/- p.m. in the fourth year of
apprenticeship. Robertson intro-
duced Swedish ploughs, Ameri-
can sorghums, and English bulls
in the Saidapet campus. He pio-
neered developing what later
came became known as the
‘Saidapet breed of sheep’.

The question of offering a for-
mal, agricultural education
programme was discussed by the
Government of Madras in 1872-
1873. A proposal was sought
from Robertson towards estab-
lishing an agricultural college.
Robertson submitted a detailed
proposal, arguing that a sound
theoretical background of agri-
culture was essential for better
equipped farm superintendents,
rather than those with a mere
observational learning experi-
ence. He added that education
pertaining to forestry and veteri-
nary science was equally relevant
to bestow the country with
greater benefits. His proposal for
a college was influenced by the
then existing dedicated medical
and engineering colleges in Ma-
dras. He also suggested introduc-
tion of agriculture as a subject in
rural high schools, which could
facilitate feeding aspiring learn-
ers into to the proposed agricul-
tural college.

Asked to re-work his costings,
Robertson submitted another de-
tailed report in July 1875. This
proposal, accepted with some
emendations in March 1876, led
to the starting of the Agricultural
College in Saidapet in 1876, with

Robertson as its first Principal.
The subjects to be taught were
Veterinary Surgery, Geology,
Chemistry, Botany and Agricul-
ture.  Charles Benson, who
joined as Robertson’s deputy in
1874, also from cirencester, was
to take charge of the Farm.
Teachers were also appointed to
instruct pupils in Drawing and
Languages. It was hoped by
Robertson that “many respect-
able youths, both East Indian
(Anglo-Indian) and Native, will
now come forward and offer
themselves as candidates for ag-
ricultural honors. Why should
not our lads be as proud to be-
long to our Madras School of
Agriculture as the Graduates of
the Royal Agricultural College at
Cirencester are of their Alma
Mater?”

With the start of the College,
the role of the farm turned two-
fold: educational and experi-
mental. The Farm-College com-
plex in 1879 included a granary,
storehouses for cattle food, a
chaffing and cotton-ginning
room, sheep sheds, cattle sheds,
a poultry house, and other nec-
essary accommodation. Teach-
ing involved a considerable vol-
ume of practical (experimental)
work “aiming at improved agri-
cultural practice, which was con-
sidered the best method of
skilling agricultural scientists not
only for recruitment in the Ma-
dras Presidency, but also for the
whole of India.”

The following were some of
the intended learning tasks:
� Introducing new crops.
� Learning to provide new seeds

and fresh seeds for the crops
cultivated.

� Learning about new and im-
proved implements useful in
rural farming.

� Learning to improve the qual-
ity of working cattle, sheep,
horse, and other varieties  (sic.
breeds?) of Indian livestock.
Benson succeeded Robertson

as Principal in 1878 and he was
followed by Walter Kees from
1881 till the College moved in
1906 from Saidapet to
Coimbatore where there is a road
named after Robertson.

The Madrasi is often por-
trayed by his detractors as a

timid and unsociable introvert
who, for all his abilities, is so un-
ambitious as to be unaffected by
activities of the Joneses. This
assessment is perhaps not alto-
gether inaccurate, because, if
anything, the Madrasi is most
eminently qualified to mind his
own business. And the fact that
he does it rather well, most of the
time with considerable profit to
himself, is what, I suspect irks the
Joneses most and makes the
word “Madrasi” something less
than a term of endearment out-
side the State.

In the field of culture, particu-
larly, the Madrasi is quite smugly
conscious that he is no less well
(and perhaps better) off than
anybody else, and he is inclined
to make the best of it. The cul-
tural season which was briefly
but brightly here to coincide with
the winter months, very much il-
lustrated the point. If one was
duly overwhelmed by the excel-
lence of fare offered, one was
equally impressed by the
extremely efficient and business-
like manner in which many
cultural organisations function
in the city.

If you have spent some time
in Madras and have attended a

few functions, the reason for this
becomes quite obvious. Talk of
Bharata Natyam or Karnatak
music, and the voice of the true
Madrasi hitherto strident about
the anti-Hindi agitation or the
rising cost of living, immediately
assumes a tone of reverence and
humility. He knows that, from
here on, he is treading sacred
ground. He can, of course, be as
argumentative or dogmatic
about the merits of one artist or
another, but he wisely places the
border topic of Art well above
such petty squabbles. He has, I
think, an instinctive grasp of
what critics call the “basic
values”. He can be parochial in
his views, but his respect for
tradition is genuine, and he is
generally much better informed
than his counterparts elsewhere
about the nature and signifi-
cance of his cultural heritage.

These qualities make him a
good man to have in the audi-
ence – but he can be even better
when you happen to find him on
a committee. His loyalty to the
arts never being in question, his
native talent for hard and intelli-

gent work makes him an ideal
office-bearer. And he is remark-
ably free of some common fail-
ings you find in organisers of cul-
tural functions. In the audito-
rium, he does not vie with the
artiste to catch the public eye
and – this is a very healthy sign
for cultural organisations– he
can keep the front rows tolerably
clear of relatives.

There are bound to be excep-
tions. I am sure someone will
point out at this stage that in
Madras, as elsewhere, faction
fights and personal jealousies
keep infant mortality high
among culture organisations. I
do not have the facts to dispute
this. But what augurs well for the
arts, I think, is the calibre and
effectiveness of those that sur-
vive. In this respect, Madras is
singularly fortunate and richly
deserves its reputation as an ac-
tive and flourishing centre of cul-
ture.

Today, there are many such
organisations in the city – most
of them private and some State
subsidised – which are doing
more for the survival of classical

K.P. Balaji (1926-76) died in an air crash in Bombay. From

Kathakali in Kerala, he moved to Marg, that cultural journal in

Bombay. JoiningThe Illustrated Weekly of India,

he was with it from 1954 to 1961. He then

got into advertising with S.H. Benson’s

and rose to be one of its Directors.His son,

K.P. Karunakaran, settled in Australia, put

together a collection of his writings and

published them as a commemoration of

his father’s 40th death anniversary. Over

the next few issues, we publish a few of

Balaji’s Madras-focused articles that ap-

peared in The Illustrated Weekly in 1964-65.

TODAY’S ARTICLE IS A CURTAIN-RAISER FOR

THE MUSIC SEASON.

art than perhaps all the
Akademis put together. (At least
they do not waste any money
promoting mediocrities.) The
economics of conducting an
organisation of this nature was
explained to me the other day by
an official of the Narada Gana
Sabha – one of the smaller but
very ably managed groups in the
city. On the membership rolls (in
many cases popular enthusiasm
is such that these are fast becom-
ing unwieldy), you have a few
hundred or more art enthusiasts,
from whom, annually, a nominal
fee is collected. A large number
of first-class performances– in-
cluding music concerts, dances
and dramas – are staged each
year. Non-members can also at-
tend by buying a ticket, which
seldom costs more than Rs. 10 or
Rs. 15. All the money is utilised
for getting top notch artistes in
the future, as well as for the very
commendable purpose of provid-
ing a stage and audience for
promising newcomers. In the
long turn, entertainment of a
very high order is made available
to a large number of people at a

price they can afford. Can the
cause of “popularising culture”
be more effectively served?

*     *     *
“While on this topic, I am

constrained to observe that the
crop of arangetram-s in recent
times makes one suspect that an
enthusiasm for culture (even in

Madras) can sometimes be
grossly misplaced. I remember
the old days when Convent edu-
cation was much admired and
many a proud parent, under the
mistaken notion that he is pro-
viding you with entertainment,
would drag a self-conscious and

fidgety child before you and
make him recite, say “Jack and
Jill”, with appropriate gestures to
illustrate the final tragedy that
befell this pair. Nowadays,
Bharata Natyam or Kathakali
seems to have taken the place of
such impromptu recitations, and
the scene, alas, has shifted from

the drawing-room to the public
stage.

When you are least inclined to
be entertained, you receive an in-
vitation to the arangetram of the
daughter of a Government offi-
cial or a company executive, and
you can reject it only at the risk of

spoiling an otherwise happy per-
sonal or business relationship. At
these functions, normally graced
by a VIP, all kinds of people are
dragged on to the stage and
smothered in huge garlands drip-
ping with water, and ultimately
one of them, his shirt half-
drenched and strewn with rose
petals, takes up his position at the
mike, a long introductory speech
follows, in which praise is indis-
criminately heaped – on the VIP,
the proud parents, the performer
and the guru – in that order. Then
the second – and what should re-
ally have been the first – part of
the show begins.

It is a pity that many of these
girls are no great credit to their
gurus. More often, it is parental
pride rather than any proficiency
in the art that qualifies them for
the limelight. But, of course, gu-
rus have also to make a living,
and I have no doubt that they,
too, suffer in silence with that
section of the audience made up
of people who are in no way re-
lated to the performer. One’s
only consolation is that at the
end of the show, when that cha-
otic congratulatory atmosphere
prevails in the hall, one can slip
out of a side door, unnoticed, to
go home and pray for the future
of Art! (Continued on page 7)

by Dr. A. Raman and Chitra Narayanaswamy

riculturists appointed by the
Governor of Madras. No trace-
able document lists the names of
Committee members or explains
the way this Farm functioned in
1865-1870.

William Denison, Governor
of Madras (1861-66), sought the
attention of his government to
continuous cropping, lack of

A 350-acre block of land in
Saidapet was handed over to the
Committee and Denison in-
structed it to:

(i) exhibit the imported tools
and machinery, (ii) conduct tri-
als on using artificial manures
(synthetic chemical fertilisers),
and (iii) display results of trials
made on ‘improved’ agriculture
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(Answers on page 8)

POPULATION PROFILE AND POLICIES

(Quizmaster V.V. Ramanan’s
questions are from September 16
to 30. Questions 11 to 20 relate

to Chennai and Tamil Nadu.)

1. Which country won the FIFA
Under-17 World Cup recently?

2. It has been decided to set
which measurement by value of
Planck constant in combination
with definitions of meter and
second and not a cylinder as it is
pegged now?

3. Geologists for the first time in
India have discovered 152 mil-
lion-year-old fossil of which ma-
rine reptile in the Kachch desert?

4. Name the Padma Vibhushan
awardee, called the ‘Queen of
Thumbri’, who died recently.

5. Which uprising of 1817 will be
named as the First War of Inde-
pendence instead of the better
known 1857 one according to the
Union HRD Ministry?

6. Which European superstar was
named as the Best FIFA Men’s
Player for a second straight year?

7. Which two BWF Super Series
badminton titles did K. Srikanth
win back-to-back in October?

8. According to a new study
published in the global medical
journal The Lancet, India with
2.51 million deaths, has topped
the list of countries in 2015 for
what?

9. Name the American author
who has won the 2017 Man
Booker Prize for his first full-
length novel Lincoln in the Bardo?

10. Name the recent campaign
launched by the Union Ministry
of Women and Child Develop-
ment in an attempt to end
Gender bias in women against
women.

*     *     *
11. After the Motion Pictures
Producers’ Combine studio burnt
down in 1940, who bought the
property and made it into what?

12. Which Government had its
consulate on the top floor of Dare
House when the building opened?

13.  Name the huge property,
named after the family which
owned it, on which Thaneer
Thurai market came up?

14.  Who was the guardian to the
sons of Tippu Sultan while they
were held hostage by the British?

15. Name the oldest Freemason’s
lodge in Madras (consecrated on
October. 9, 1786) still surviving.

16. Which hotel, founded by G.
Varadarajulu Chetty in 1885,
started off as a restaurant in
Broadway where the Bank of
Maharashtra now is?

17. ‘The General Assembly’s In-
stitution’ founded in 1837 by the
Rev. John Anderson is now the...?

18.  Which Madras literary work
published in the 1930s starts off
with a poem ‘Dakshinakulam – A
dream on the beach in moonlight’
by Hilton Brown?

19. Founded in 1843, which
establishment is considered
Madras’ first department store,
selling everything short of a “wife
or housekeeper”?

20. New College stands on a site
that housed the residence of one
of the leading diamond mer-
chants of the Madras Presidency
in the late 19th and early 20th
century. Name the business
house.

� NOSTALGIA

On getting into print
Back in the 1960s, seized by

the urge, I began writing my
first article in English, keeping
nearby a paperback, Carry on,
Jeeves by P.G Wodehouse to
prod me like a coach. My
granny, a dreamer, in whom I
confided, agog with the pros-
pect of having the first writer in
our family brewed a special cup
of coffee for me.

Before long, the article
gained shape into the readable
final draft. I felt it should be
typewritten before submission.
Though I knew typing, I did not
own a typewriter and, so, the
perky Anglo Indian girl in our
office, who hammered away my
dictated official letters, prom-
ised to do the typing. From the
neat copy, she produced, I dis-
covered sheepishly she had also
spell-checked, like dropping the
second ‘u’ from ‘humourous’. I
pardoned myself indulgently for
such lapses, attributing them to
a writer’s indifference to spell-
ing when thoughts came rush-
ing like water when the sluice
gates were opened. Further-
more, our family heirloom, the
Morocco bound Webster’s dic-
tionary was borrowed by my
Appu uncle who solved cross-
word puzzles.

After reading it several
times, I doubted whether The
Hindu would touch it with a
ten-foot pole. “Do you like to
read this?” I asked my granny,
mischievously. Her rapid-fire
sally, “I’ll read it in The Hindu,”
oozing confidence, made me ec-
static.

Before long, I caught an auto
rickshaw to Mount Road and
entered their portals with my
heart pounding like a tap drum.
At the office, I explained the
object of my visit to the male
receptionist (The Hindu was a
male bastion then) who spoke
briefly over telephone and di-
rected me to the floor where M.
Krishnamoorthi (MK, as he was
known) the Magazine Editor,
had his chamber.

Waiting in the visitors’
lounge for his call, I deeply in-
haled and enjoyed the smell of
fresh newsprint, an olfactory
treat to an aspiring writer. I

during which he pointed out
that I looked too young to take
on the mantle of authorship, he
received my buff envelope con-
taining the typescript. “We do
not read a submission in the
writer’s presence,” he ex-
plained, his “we” reminding me
of Oscar Wilde’s quip, “Only
three people are permitted to
use the plural ‘we’ – the royalty,
editors and men with tape-
worms!” I felt immensely
pleased in coming into contact
with the second category.

Wonder of wonders, the
story he received from me
appeared within two Sundays,

even while having his brief post-
prandial siesta in an easy chair
in his chamber. Unlike The
Hindu and Mail that permitted
me to hand over my submissions
in person, it was not possible to
travel to Delhi or Bombay
where a slew of newspapers had
their main offices. The enve-
lopes had to be dropped into the
pillar boxes with prayers and
petitions to Lord Ganesha
whose portfolio it was to re-
move the obstacles, and sit
waiting for the results, twiddling
my thumbs.

But down the years, with the
advent of electronic submission,
face-to-face interaction has re-
placed computer-to-computer
communion. Gone are the days
of keeping a stack of self-ad-
dressed-stamped envelopes in
readiness that may travel back
with either the exhilarating ac-
ceptance letter lifting the spirits
or the boomeranging articles
with the rejection slips.

However, the articles
emailed courtesy of yahoo or g-
mail from the writer’s table
make a beeline to the Editors’
PCs/laptops. At times even
these mails go astray to spam,
trash or unknown zones.

Hope computer wizards like
Microsoft’s Bill Gates or Goog-
le’s Sundar Pichai will address
this contentious issue and re-
dress it by introducing a GAB,
Gone Astray Box, so writers can
once more fire rockets carrying
the valuable payloads of their
timeless masterpieces!

 The Tamil Nadu pyramid is
still the typical pattern of poor,
developing countries that are
caught in a low longevity cum
high fertility rate situation.
High fertility supplies the work-
ing force in the face of poor
health and early mortality. Poor
sanitation, want of safe drinking
water and neglect of women’s
health are factors that account
for the low longevity that cuts
right across age groups as seen
from the graph. Good health
services within the grasp of the
poor and middle classes and lo-
gistically within easy reach of
the interior are the Right of so-
ciety.

With more efficient public
health support, the youthful
productive group of age 20-44
would not have been declining
but would have cumulated to
45 per cent instead of the
present 40 per cent (appx.) as
in the graph. A large youthful
population represents only a

potential. The so-called demo-
graphic dividend is not auto-
matic. To realise the dividend,
substantial investment on edu-
cation and vocational training
is needed besides creating self-
employment opportunities and
encouraging knowledge of more
than one Indian language to be
able to avail of wider opportu-
nities. The state of Uttar
Pradesh, with a population
somewhere between that of Ni-
geria and Brazil, has a fertility
rate close to 3; neighbouring
Bihar, which already has 100
million people, has a fertility
rate of 3.3. These are precisely
the parts of India that are poor
in social services and, because
of weak infrastructure, not in-
tegrated with the country’s
economy. Tamil Nadu’s
workforce must be trained to fill
higher technical and skill ori-
ented jobs and not remain in
competition with the unskilled
labour from poorer states.
Youth may have degrees, but

are still unemployable for want
of social, articulation and job-
specific skills. Indiscriminately
producing degree holders bereft
of qualities that make for em-
ployability only leads to struc-
tural unemployment – jobs
available, but no suitable can-
didates. At one time, the state
was known for high standards of
education. Ironically, the politi-
cal class, instead of improving
our education system’s com-
petitive ability, is agitating for
lower entry thresholds.

As both the urban and rural
sides of the pyramid are sym-
metrical there is no sign of im-

balance between the major so-
cial sectors of the economy.
However, what the graph
(which is for 2011) signifies
seems to be at variance with
episodic evidence. Youth are
reported to be flocking to cities
looking for opportunities or at-
tracted by lifestyle facilities. Al-
though this may not be signifi-
cant today, it is prudent to act
in advance and introduce
mechanisation in stages to
avoid manual drudgery in agri-
cultural operations, make farm-
ing remunerative and take
amenities to villages to make
rural living enjoyable.

(Continued from page 3)

MADRAS MUSINGS ON THE WEB

To reach out to as many readers as possible who share our

keen interest in Madras that is Chennai, and in response to

requests from many well-wishers – especially from outside

Chennai and abroad who receive their postal copies very

late – for an online edition. Madras Musings is now on the

web at www. madrasmusings.com

– THE EDITOR

� by J.S. Raghavan

braced myself to meet a coated
and booted gentleman and even
cursed myself for not wearing a
tie. When the smiling peon ush-
ered me into his room I had a
pleasant surprise. MK was in
full sleeved shirt and an eight
cubit dhoti – maybe to exemplify
his status as an Indo-Anglian
editor. With his avuncular air,
he made me feel more at ease
with his homely namaskaram to
my crisp ‘gud’ afternoon,
ssssSir!, a crisp, mandatory salu-
tation cultivated from my de-
ployment under a rotund Euro-
pean, surrounded by young
Anglo Indian ladies, wearing
penciled eyebrows, lipstick,
short skirts and high heels.

After the brief preliminaries,

but I missed it. The girl who had
typed it accidentally came upon
it the next day, and showed it
to me with a startled cry of
amazement. My heart did a
somersault at the sight of my
byline in print in The Hindu! My
jubilant, celebratory granny
prepared a basin full of rava
kesari for distribution to every-
one who visited our household
that day including Kuppan, the
washerman, and Mari, the tree
climbing coconut plucker.

Before long, I met V.P.V.
Rajan, who edited the evenin-
ger The Mail (now defunct), a
favourite of the Anglo-Indians.
This merry old soul who some-
how reminded me of Old King
Cole never turned me away
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Velachery, Mylapore at flood time

In Velachery, people were more eager to be part of the recovery
process. They became active members of the teams involved with
the recovery process, and offered more help to the neighbours. “We
realised that higher the flood impact, higher was the people’s
involvement in recovery,” Joerin said.

Questions on satisfaction with the recovery process showed that
even though it took longer for Velachery to recover because of the
damage, it was not as if the people were less satisfied. “Apparently
the flood intensity did not have a significant impact on people’s
satisfaction levels,” Joerin commented.

The study also confirmed what was known anecdotally since
the flood — the elected representatives were not very effective
interacting with the people during the floods. Ironically, this did
not affect the voting pattern in the 2016 Tamil Nadu Assembly
elections, where the ruling party retained their constituencies in
some of the worst affected areas of the city.

“This study will help us be better prepared for events such as
the 2015 flood,” R. Nataraj, Member of Legislative Assembly from
Mylapore, told indiaclimatedialogue.net. “For this we have to in-
volve everybody including the public and voluntary organisations.
People should be prepared, but not scared of rains.”

Being a flat city that has been losing its wetlands to construc-
tion and with development along the floodplains constricting the
flow of the rivers, Chennai has been prone to waterlogging and
floods. Between November 8th and December 4th, 2015, there
were five EREs in Chennai, which brought severe floods and also a
fear into people’s minds.

The biggest blow to Chennai’s resilience was the drowning of
the city’s airport in floodwater from the Adyar River. This effec-
tively disabled what could have been the most important point for
receiving relief supplies and evacuating people from the city. The
flooding of the airport happened since the secondary runway was
constructed over the river, and at this point the water rose into the
airport compound.

With inadequate involvement of the elected representatives
during the 2015 floods, the citizens improvised and developed in-
novative communication channels based on social and other me-
dia. These helped to give information to those stranded and reach
help and support to them. Chennai citizens later used some of these
innovative communication methods during Cyclone Vardah in
December 2016 and the summer drought of 2017.

Perhaps it is this emphasis on innovative communication that
gave the edge to Velachery citizens in their recovery process over
those in the older locality of Mylapore.

(Continued from page 3)

PIONEERING
AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION

From left to right: William Robertson, Charles Benson, and Walter Keess.

The Government of India, in
1889, got John Augustus
Voelcker (1886-1936), an agri-
cultural chemist of the Royal
Agricultural Society, to travel
throughout India and propose a
course of action to improve In-
dian agriculture. He did so in
1889-1890.

In the context of the Agri-
cultural College in Saidapet,
the bulk of Voelcker’s remarks
in his report refers to the Farm
– the energy engine of the Col-
lege – in a sunset tone. He uses
the term ‘abandonment of the
Farm’. He further stated that
frequent changes in the Gov-
ernment of Madras’s policy
were the primary reason for the
awkward status of the Experi-
mental Farm and Agricultural
College in Saidapet. He re-
marks, what was started as a
300-acre farm had shrunk mis-
erably1, and that reduction had

(Continued from page 5) strikingly contributed to the
poor performance of the Farm
and the College. He continues
that the reduction in size had
led to the situation that no stu-
dent uses the Farm in any ex-
perimental, experiential learn-
ing in different agricultural dis-
ciplines, contrary to what was
occurring in the 1870s during
the early days of Robertson and
Benson.

Voelcker further indicates
that what had started as an Ag-
ricultural College had meta-
morphosed more into a Gen-
eral-Science College, where ag-
riculture was taught as one of
the several other subjects. The
General-Science College de-
scription probably refers to the
Teachers’ College, which had
moved to the Saidapet Agricul-
tural Farm College precinct in
the 1880s.

The Teachers’ College (also
known as the Teachers’ Train-

ing College, and, today, the
Institute of Advanced Study in
Education), another oldest aca-
demic institution of its kind in
India, was shifted to the
Saidapet Farm Agricultural
College precinct in 1887. Until
the Teachers College acquired
its own new building in the
same precinct in 1889, it was
housed in the first floor of the
Agricultural College.

The academic changes made
at this period could have been
the key factors, according to
Voelcker, contributing to the
decline of agricultural educa-
tion in Saidapet. Nevertheless,

the Saidapet Agricultural Col-
lege continued for the next 17
years and was shifted to
Coimbatore only in 1906.

The College moved into 500
acres in Coimbatore as the Ag-
ricultural College and Research
Institute, Coimbatore
(ACRIC), and began emphasi-
sing formal agricultural teach-
ing and learning in addition to
promoting active agricultural
research. The first batch of stu-
dents was admitted in 1908 to-
wards a Certificate programme
(2 years’ duration) and an ad-
vanced Diploma programme
(18 months’ duration). The

Certificate and Diploma
programmes ceased in 1925.
The ACRIC was affiliated to
the University of Madras in
1920 and the Bachelor of Sci-
ence (Agriculture) programme
started with the first batch of
students being turned out in
1923. J.W. Shepperson served
as the founding principal of
ACRIC  from 1906 to 1909.

1 Editor’s Note: Government,
believing the farm had not
served its purpose, had shrunk
it to 20 acres in 1885.
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� The late Gopulu during his
Ananda Vikatan days had a
series of wordless jokes that
brought about loud laughter.
These were brought out as a
book, in 2005, and a copy was
recently sent to me by
Charukesi. We are pleased to
publish these cartoons for a
new generation of Madrasis.

– THE EDITOR

Wordless
Gopulu
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Answers to Quiz

The left-hander who

was overlooked

� by
V. Ramnarayan

Born on December 31, 1941,
Amritsar  Govindsingh

Milkha Singh was an elegant
little left-hander who took
Chennai school and college
cricket by storm in the late
1950s, and went on to serve
Madras cricket in the Ranji
Trophy for well over a decade.

Barely 16 in the 1957-58 sea-
son, the St. Bede’s School prod-
uct was a stylist Madras’s sports
lovers would go miles to see in
action, whether it was at the
Marina or at the grounds of his
school or arch-rivals Madras
Christian College School at
Harrington Road, Chetpet. As
someone younger by five years,
I caught my first glimpses of his
stylish batting when I was barely
eleven.

Coached by his father and
mentor, A.G. Ram Singh,
Milkha displayed a precocious
talent as a schoolboy, easily fit-
ting into adult cricket in the lo-
cal league. His consistent ex-
ploits in school cricket made
him an automatic choice for the
Madras Schools and South
Zone Schools. His brilliant
deeds at that level won Milkha
the vice captain’s post in the
Indian Schoolboys’ team that
toured Ceylon that year. On the
tour, the Madras left-hander

was the outstanding batting
success, with scores of 115, 62,
51 and 64. He also took 5 for 61
against Moratuwa Schools,
bowling right arm off-spin.

Touring Pakistan with the
Indian Starlets, a bunch of
young Test prospects under the
captaincy of veteran Lala
Amarnath, Milkha and V.V.
Kumar of Madras, made a tre-
mendous impression with their
consistent brilliance. Both re-
ceived their Test baptism soon
and Milkha made his debut at
Madras against Richie Benaud’s
Australia. Though he did not
make a substantial contribu-
tion, his courageous batting and
smart fielding were noted.

Milkha had few opportuni-
ties at the highest level. He bat-
ted well against Australia with-
out once converting a good
start into a big score, but he was
only 18. After a modest outing
against Pakistan, he bowed out
of Test cricket following a fail-
ure against Ted Dexter’s En-
glishmen in the Bombay Test.
The young batsman made a
brave effort to stay at the wicket
and settle down, but a hostile
crowd which booed him from
the moment he entered the
ground to the time, he was dis-
missed made sure that his career

was halted abruptly. His only
crime was that he was a tur-
baned Sikh and a boorish crowd
found that something to ridi-
cule and shout down. Rarely
has an audience been crueller to
a young and talented but ner-
vous batsman. (As a 14-year-
old watching that game I was
heartbroken by Milkha’s
trauma at the Brabourne, and
have recorded the incident and
my feelings on more than occa-
sion. Milkha, however, perhaps
did not want to remember that

experience, and once scolded
me for writing about it. “Noth-
ing of the sort happened,” he
said.)

That was Milkha Singh’s last
break at the international level,
but he served Madras (and,
later, Tamil Nadu) with distinc-
tion, making 2150 runs in 58
innings at an average of 41.35,
outstanding statistics for a bats-
man in an era of uncovered
wickets, dominated by great
spinners. He scored the first
century in the Duleep Trophy
championship hitting 151 for
South Zone against North Zone
in the inaugural match at Ma-
dras in 1961-62. In a decade
long first class career, Milkha
scored 4324 runs (35.44) with
eight centuries. He was particu-
larly strong against the quicker
stuff, but the way he handled
the double spin attack of
Prasanna and Chandrasekhar
was a treat to watch. He was
also very successful in the

Gopalan Trophy, played
between Madras and Ceylon. I
personally remember a blister-
ing attack he launched against
the Lankan pacemen at the
Corporation Stadium, once
walking down the wicket to
smash a straight six.

When I bowled to him in the
local league, he was past his
best, and gave me the kind of
respect he did not show bowlers
a few years earlier. He had a
word of appreciation for my
bowling at the end of the day,
and this was a regular feature of
his interactions with younger
cricketers. My younger brother
Sivaramakrishnan also received
encouragement from him. I had
the pleasure of playing with or
against his elder brother Kripal,
younger brother Satvinder
Singh, Kripal’s sons Swaran
Kripal and Arjan Kripal Singh
and his cousins Jarnail and
Harjinder Singh, (not to men-
tion brothers Kalwant and
Satwant whom I only watched),
a family of fine cricketers. Of
course, we all know what a
wonderful cricketer, coach and
human being Milkha’s father
A.G. Ram Singh was. I, like
most cricketers of my genera-
tion, was coached by Ram
Singh and bought my cricket
gear at A.G. Ram Singh & Sons
at Triplicane.

The family had moved to
Madras when Ram Singh was a
schoolboy, from their home

within a huge six away from
Jallianwala Bagh soon after the
massacre there. Ram Singh fell
in love with cricket the very day
the family arrived at Madras as
they passed the Chepauk
cricket ground and watched a
game in action.

A stalwart of the State Bank
of India team, Milkha Singh was
known for his philosophical at-
titude to the ups and downs of
his career, and his fine sense of
humour, which never failed to
see the funny side of life. He was
quite the life and soul of the
party in the Bank team’s dress-
ing room, dismissing pomposity
from any quarter with his sar-
donic wit. Unusually for a Sikh,
he used to smoke the occasional
cigarette, and, not unusually for
a Sikh, enjoyed a drink, too. He
and the entire Ram Singh clan
spoke Tamil fluently, and
Milkha could joke and swear as
well in Tamil as in his native
tongue or in English.

The Indian selectors never
recalled him after his early fail-
ures, despite a long and distin-
guished innings for Tamil Nadu
and his good showing in Duleep
Trophy cricket. In doing so,
they denied India a class bats-
man in the middle order. I am
sure he would have served In-
dia as well as the likes of left-
handers Ajit Wadekar and
Salim Durani, if the selectors
had been more patient with
him.

� Remembering A.G. Milkha Singh

A.G. Milkha Singh.


